Equity Fundamentals Reading List

Workshops sources:


Additional Readings/Resources:

Self-Directed LinkedIn Learning Modules and Learning Pathways:
https://nbdiversity.rutgers.edu/linkedin_learning

Recommended for all Rutgers faculty, staff, and students to commit to the process of ongoing learning, engagement, and growth related to bias disruption, inclusion building, and belonging through Rutgers LinkedIn Learning.

Play the Fair Play game (https://fairplaygame.org/)

Interactive game where players take the perspective of Jamal Davis, a Black graduate student on his way to becoming a renowned professor.

Listen to this *The Diversity Gap* podcast focused on good intentions versus good impact: https://www.thediversitygap.com/podcast-1 (and read this blog post to explore the connection between intent, cognitive bias and impact: Tennenbaum, M. (2013, October). “‘But I didn’t mean it!’ Why it’s so hard to prioritize impacts over intents.” *Scientific American.* Retrieved https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/psysociety/e2809cbut-i-didne28099t-mean-ite2809d-why-ite28099s-so-hard-to-prioritize-impacts-over-intents/)